Delivers a modern-day solution tailored for the employee.
ConnectMe is a digital workplace that uses insights to connect the workforce to
what they need, when and where they need it.
Employees can be more productive and more connected
Imagine if you
could establish a
digital workplace
that empowers
employees to
make quick,
information decision
on demand

Managers can quickly gain approvals on employee issues
HR Operations can become more strategic with less
focus on manual, repetitive tasks
CHROs can position HR as a strategic leader that drives business issues

Digital workplace
Enables employees to communicate ,
collaborate and make work/life
decisions on demand.
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Digital HR
Simplifes the service delivery model; simplifies
complexities of HR’s day-to-day by providing tools
they need to meet the needs of the organization.

Self-service tools that allows employees to finish
HR tasks quickly and get back to work.

Contextualized experiences allow HR to populate the
knowledge base with the most relevant, searched articles.

Personalized dashboards that contextualize
knowledge articles, task lists, and content based
on an employee’s role, location, and job title.

Deloitte’s Human Capital Transformation best practices
are embedded to provide a baseline solution for HR
Service Centers built on the Salesforce Platform.

Integrated support channels via email, chat, and phone
to provide quick answers to pressing questions.

Omni-channel support enables HR to quickly and efficiently
answer employees’ questions via email and chat, as well
as attach files, blog links and relevant articles.

Social ranking so employees can find the most
relevant and popular content ranked by their peers.

Dynamic forms automate business rules and cover
the needs your current HCM system doesn’t solve.

An analytics engine that populates content
based on employees’ needs, such as marriage,
promotion, or other professional moments.

Advanced analytics aggregate user interactions to
allow HR to continually improve content and processes
based on what’s important to the workforce.

ConnectMe / A modern, digital workplace for HR

ConnectMe provides digital HR service delivery enabled by analytics ad personalization.

Smart

Intuitive

Analytics drives
personalized content
tailored to employees
role and preferences.

Highlights relevant content
based on employees’
needs, such as
marriage, promotion,
or other professional
moments.

Connected
Access and interact
with your colleagues,
teams and HR from
any device.

Empowering
Provides ability to
complete HR tasks
quickly and get
back to work.

Contact connectme@deloitte.com and visit www.deloitte.com/connectme for more information.
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